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Abstract. In this paper we focus on anaphora resolution for German,
a highly inflected language which also allows for closed form compounds
(i.e. compounds without spaces). Especially, we describe a system that
only uses real preprocessing components, e.g. a dependency parser, a
two-level morphological analyser etc. We trace the performance drop oc-
curring under these conditions back to underspecification and ambiguity
at the morphological level. A demanding subtask of anaphora resolu-
tion are the so-called bridging anaphora, a special variant of nominal
anaphora where the heads of the coreferent noun phrases do not match.
We experiment with two different resources in order to find out how to
cope best with this problem.
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1 Introduction
Anaphora resolution is a resource-intensive task. In order to find out whether a
noun phrase is an antecedent of another (subsequent) noun phrase, the anaphor,
information from various preprocessing components are to be combined. A mor-
phological analyser is needed for number, person and gender determination, a
tagger is required to deliver part of speech tags, a parser to find grammatical
functions and the embedding depth of noun phrases and finally semantic infor-
mation is necessary to tackle the most difficult task, namely, bridging anaphora.
Bridging anaphora are nominal anaphora where the heads of the noun phrases
do not match. Take the following sequence: ’Iceland is an interesting place to
visit. The land of ice and fire is famous for ....’ Here, ’Iceland’ and ’land of ice
and fire’ are coreferent. In order to establish this coreference link, the least a
system has to know is that Iceland is a land. Lexical resources such a WordNet
or its German counterpart GermaNet do comprise this kind of information al-
though not exhaustively. The proper determination of coreference depends on
the quality of these resources and the preprocessing units using them. Thus, a
poor performance of a system for anaphora resolution can have multiple causes
and often it is hard to tell which component or resource is to blame. Therefore,
it is tempting to reduce this kind of noise to its minimum and to create idealised
conditions under which one can easily fix failures. Instead of using a parser one
could use a treebank and if the treebank also has morphological annotations
why not use it as well. This way, one ends up with a system that expects perfect
preprocessing and whose empirical results no longer indicate its usefulness for
real-world applications. This kind of simplifications are often made by current
approaches to anaphora resolution. One of the most unrealistic and simplifying
idealisations is to use true mentions instead of all noun phrases. True mentions
are those markables that are - according to a coreference gold standard - part
of a coreference chain. The majority of noun phrases in a text, however, are not
in a coreference set. The determination whether a NP is anaphoric (i.e. a true
mention) or not is a demanding problem, the so called anaphoricity classification
problem. There are a few systems that incorporate anaphoricity classification,
the majority of systems leaves this as an implicit task to the anaphora resolution
component. Separate anaphoricity classification has not proven to be more suc-
cessful than its implicit counterpart. Anaphoricity determination of markables
is a non-trival task and cutting it away makes a system an artificial one.
We are not saying that experiments under idealised conditions are totally in
vain. We are just arguing that it doesn’t help a lot to tune a system on the basis
of gold standard information if one intends to switch to a real-world system. One
never foresees the amount of noise that is introduced by real components.
In this article we introduce a system for anaphora resolution for Ger-
man that uses only real preprocessing components: Gertwol, a morphologi-
cal analyser; Pro3Gres, a dependency parser; GermaNet, a German wordnet
and Wortschatz Leipzig, a lexical resource generated by statistical means. As
most approaches, we cast anaphora resolution as pairwise classification - we
use TiMBL (Daelemans et al., 2004) as a machine learning tool. Our system is
filter-based that is, candidate pairs that do not fulfil linguistic filter criteria are
sorted out. We give empirical results and discuss the reason for the drop of per-
formance from an idealised setting to a real-world setting. Also, different filters
have been investigated to determine the usefulness of lexical resources for the
task of resolving bridging anaphora for German.
2 Filter-based Pairwise Classification
Approaches to pairwise classification of anaphora resolution differ, among others,
in their pair generation module. Some systems generate every pair independent
of the distance between two markables (the noun phrases that might stand in a
coreference relation). Under a linguistic point of view this only makes sense for
nominal anaphora. A pronoun at the end of a text could hardly refer back to a
noun phrase at the beginning of a text without further intervening chain links.
Moreover, the problem with such an approach is the vast amount of negative
instances it produces – the learned classifier gets biased towards negative clas-
sification. The number of negative pairs is a problem anyway, even in systems
which work with a fixed window within pairs are searched. Soon et al., 2001 use
a dynamic window (for training only), where all pairs are generated until the real
antecedent of an anaphor is reached. We use a fixed window of three sentences
for pronominal anaphora and bridging anaphora, while for named entities there
is no restriction. Each pair additionally must pass all applicable filters. Filters
depend on the part of speech of the antecedent-anaphor candidate. For instance,
personal pronouns must agree in person, number and gender with its antecedent
head (whether this is a pronoun or a noun). After morphological analysis, we
often have underspecified information at hand only. For instance, German ’ihr’
can be plural without gender restriction (’their’) or singular feminine (’her’). If
no information is available (e.g. for unknown nouns) we take a disjunction of all
allowed values. Possessive pronouns only unify in person and gender, e.g. ’Sie
liebt ihre Bu¨cher’ (’Shei loves heri books’), but not in number. ’ihre’ (’her’) is
plural, ’Sie’ (’She’) is singular. Nominal anaphora in German must only agree in
number (and trivially in person), but not necessarily in gender (’Der Wegimasc ist
lang. Ich bin diese Streckeifem . . . ’). Each of these cases is covered by a rule and
there are some rules for special cases, e.g. the rule for reported speech, where a
third person pronoun is coreferent with a first person pronoun, e.g. ’Eri sagte:
”ichi . . . ”’ (’Hei said: ”Ii . . . ”’).
Besides the morphological, there are syntactic and semantic filters. Among
the syntactic filters, the subclause filter is the most prominent. It can be used to
operationalize binding constraints and helps to reduce the amount of negative
pairs. The constraint here is: two personal pronouns (or nouns) in the same
subclause cannot be coreferent (’Siei vertraut ihrj ’, where i 6= j; ’Shei trusts
herj ’). With possessive pronouns this is different, a possessive pronoun and its
antecedent are allowed to co-occur in the same subclause. For reflexive pronouns
the antecedent even should be in the same subclause, but there are exceptions
(sentences where the reflexive pronoun is not anaphoric at all).
Semantic filters are based on GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997), the Ger-
man wordnet and Wortschatz Leipzig (http://www.wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de).
Two nominal markables must be semantically compatible, which means that
they must be both e.g. animate or inanimate, or stand in a hyponym or syn-
onym relation. See section 4 for our experiments with bridging anaphora.
We strive to integrate as much linguistic knowledge as possible into the filters.
Alternatively, one could use this kind of linguistic knowledge as a feature. But
our experiments have shown that a filter based approach is more reliable. There
are only a few exceptions of these regularities (at least at the morphological and
syntactic level). It is better to erroneously filter out such pairs as to let everything
pass. But of course, underspecified or uncertain information as produced by real
components is a problem. We evaluate the performance drop when relaxing gold
standard information in section 4.
A pair that has passed all filters is given to the classifier. Except of salience,
we do not introduce new features in our approach, instead, we use standard fea-
tures found in the literature (e.g. Soon et al., 2001). We work with the memory-
based learner TiMBL (Daelemans et al., 2004) as a machine learning classifier.
Here is the list of our features:
– distance in sentences
– distance in markables
– part of speech of the heads (tagger)
– grammatical functions (parser)
– parallelism of grammatical functions (parser)
– salience of the grammatical functions of the heads (see below)
– depth of embedding of the heads (parser)
– whether an NP is definite or not (Gertwol)
– the semantic class (GermaNet)
– whether an NP is animate or not (GermaNet)
– whether the markables are in the same subclause (parser)
Salience of a grammatical function is estimated (on the basis of the training
set) in the following way: the number of cases a grammatical function realises a
true mention divided by the total number of true mentions (it is the conditional
probability of a grammatical function given an anaphor). The function ’subject’
is the most salient function followed by ’direct object’.
It has been noticed that the local perspective of pairwise classification yields
problems. Take the following markable chain: ’Hillary Clinton . . . she . . . Angela
Merkel’. ’she’ is compatible with ’Hillary Clinton’, ’Angela Merkel’ is compatible
with ’she’, but ’Merkel’ and ’Clinton’ are incompatible. Since transitivity is out-
side the scope of a pairwise classifier, it might well classify both compatible pairs
as positive without noticing that this leads to an implicit contradiction (setting
’Clinton’ and ’Merkel’ to be coreferent). In a former paper we have argued that
coreference clustering based on the so-called Balas order coupled with intensional
constraints to ensure consistency of coreference sets performs best in order to
remedy these problems (Klenner and Ailloud, 2009). In this paper, we concen-
trate on the performance drop of the baseline system under the conditions of real
preprocessing components. We do not discuss problems of coreference clustering.
3 Real Preprocessing Tools
Fortunately, good NLP tools are available for a number of languages. For Ger-
man, a two-level morphology program called Gertwol, a fast and well perform-
ing part-of-speech tagger, the TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994), and a fast and state-
of-the-art dependency parser, the Pro3Gres parser, are the components of our
systems. Additionally, we have developed a named-entity recognition based on
pattern matching and Wikipedia entries. It is evident that the quality of prepro-
cessing determines the quality of the rest, namely, the decision made by linguistic
filters and the classification carried out by the machine learning classifier.
3.1 Morphology with Gertwol
We use Gertwol, a commercial system based on two-level morphology. Gertwol is
fast and also carries out noun decomposition which is rather useful, since in Ger-
man compounds are realised as single wordforms (closed form compounds), e.g.
Computerexperte (’computer expert’). Compounds (which are quite frequent in
German) might become very complex, but often the head of the compound is suf-
ficient to semantically classify the whole compound via GermaNet. For instance,
’Netzwerkcomputerexperte’ (’expert for network computers’) is an expert and,
thus, is animate. The other important task of Gertwol is to determine num-
ber, person and gender information of a word. Unfortunately, ambiguity rate
is high, since e.g. some personal pronouns are highly ambiguous. For instance,
the German pronoun ’sie’ (’she’) might be singular/feminine or plural (without
gender restriction). The pronoun ’ich’ does not impose any gender restrictions
and moreover often refers in reported speech to a speaker which is referred to in
the text by a noun phrase in third person.
3.2 Named-Entity Recognition
Our Named-Entity Recognition (NER) is pattern-based, but also makes use of
extensive resources. We have a large list of (international) first names (53’000)
where the gender of each name is given. From Wikipedia we have extracted all
multiword article names (e.g. ’Berliner Sparkasse’, a credit institute from Berlin)
and, if available, their categories (e.g. ’Treptower Park’ has ’Parkanlage in Berlin
| Bezirk Treptow-Ko¨penick’ as its category tree; ’Parkanlage’ being the crucial
information’).
The pattern-based NER uses GermaNet and Wikipedia and the information
of the POS tagger. For instance, ’Gru¨nen Bewegung Litauens’ is a multiword
named entity. ’Litauens’ is genitive, thus it is not the head of the noun phrase,
’Bewegung’ (here: ’group’) is the head, so the whole compound denotes a group
of people not a country. Since ’Gru¨nen’ is an adjective in initial caps (which is
unusual), it is considered as part of the name.
Our parser takes advantage of NER, since it reduces ambiguity and grouping
problems.
3.3 Pro3gresDe: the Parser
Pro3GresDe is a hybrid dependency parser for German that is based on the En-
glish Pro3Gres parser (cf. Schneider, 2008). It combines a hand-written gram-
mar and a statistical disambiguation module trained on part of the Tu¨Ba-D/Z
treebank (see Telljohann et al., 2004).1. This hybrid approach has proven espe-
cially useful for the functional disambiguation of German noun phrases. While
the function of noun phrases is marked morphologically in German, many noun
phrases are morphologically ambiguous, especially named entities. We use both
morphological unification rules and statistical information from Tu¨Ba-D/Z (i.e.
data about possible subcategorisation frames of verbs) to resolve functional am-
biguities. We have shown that this approach performs better at functionally
disambiguating noun phrases than purely statistical parsers.
The parser give access to the following features: e.g. grammatical function,
depth of embedding, subclause information.
1 For a full discussion of Pro3GresDe, see Sennrich et al., 2009.
4 Empirical Evaluation
We have carried out two series of experiments. The first one is concerned with the
costs of real preprocessing compared to the use of gold standard information (e.g.
tree bank instead of parser). We incrementally fix the reasons for the performance
drop. The second experiments are devoted to bridging anaphora and the impact
of two main lexical resources for German: GermaNet, a German WordNet and
Wortschatz Leipzig, a statistically derived thesaurus.
4.1 The Price of Real Preprocessing
From the two processing steps of coreference resolution - pairwise classification
and subsequent clustering - only the first is of interest here. It is the baseline
performance drop that we are interested in. This degradation occurs before clus-
tering and it cannot be compensated by clustering operations.
The performance drop is measured in terms of save (gold standard) versus
noisy (real-world components) morphological, functional and syntactic informa-
tion. The gold standard information stems from the Tu¨Ba-D/Z treebank (phrase
structure trees, grammatical functions, head information and morphology) which
also is annotated with coreference links (Naumann, 2006). Our experiments are
restricted to nominal anaphora and personal pronouns, i.e. we exclude the sim-
ple cases of reflexive and relative pronouns, but also possessive pronouns, since
we are focusing on the most demanding classes.
In a first step, we have run the system with all markables and without any
gold standard information (see Tab. 1). The f-measure of these runs (5-fold
cross validation) is 58.01%, with a precision of 70.89% and a recall of 49.01%.
The performance is low because recall is low; precision is good. Recall is low for
different reasons. First of all, our filters for nominal anaphora are quite restrictive
(fuzzy string matching, GermaNet hyponym and synonym restrictions). Many of
the false negatives stem from such filtered out nominal pairs. Refining our filters
for nominal anaphora could help to improve recall. Some of our experiments
concerning bridging anaphora are described in the next section.
Table 1. Performance Drop
gold standard info - morphological - functional - subclause (=real)
F-measure 61.49% 59.01% 58.20% 58.01%
Precision 68.55% 69.78% 69.12% 70.89%
Recall 55.73% 51.12% 50.56% 49.01%
A different reason for low recall is the fixed window of 3 sentences. Only
named-entities are allowed to refer back further than 3 sentences, but not per-
sonal pronouns and common nouns. This way, we miss some long distance
anaphoric relations. Our experiments have, however, shown that it is better
to restrict the search than to generate each and every pair: performance drops
to a great extent the larger the window.
Finally, the local perspective of pairwise classification does not allow to take
boundness restrictions into account. For instance, we know that third person
personal pronouns (and possessive pronouns as well) are anaphoric (i.e. must be
bound) - there are only very few exceptions. There is, however, no way to tell
the learner this kind of prior knowledge. Fortunately, this shortcoming can be
compensated at the subsequent clustering step, where these markables can be
forced to be bound to the best available anaphor.
Let us see how the performance is like if we take gold standard information,
especially perfect morphology, perfect syntax and perfect functional information.
The f-measure value is 61.49%, about 3.5% above the real-world setting. Pre-
cision drops slightly: 68.55%, but recall significantly increases to 55.73%. The
reason for performance increase is the increase in recall. How can we explain
this? Let us first see how the different gold standard resources contribute to this
increase. If we turn grammatical functions from ’parser given’ to ’gold standard
given’, the increase on the baseline is small: f-measure raises from 58.01% to
58.20%. Our dependency parser is good enough to almost perfectly replace gold
standard information. The same is true with syntactic information concerning
the depth of embedding and subclause detection. Here as well only a small in-
crease occurs: the f-measure is 59.01%. But if we add perfect morphology, an
increase of 3.5% pushes the results to the final 61.49%.
The reason for the increase in recall (and f-measure) is our filter-based
method. Only those pairs are generated that pass the filter. If the morphol-
ogy is noisy, pairs erroneously might pass the filter and others pairs erroneously
do not pass the filter. The first one spoils precision, the second hampers recall.
We were quite surprised that the replacement of syntactic and functional
information by real components was not the problem. Morphology is responsible
for the drop.
4.2 Filtering for Resolution of Bridging Anaphora
In this section we show that, using different morpho-syntactic, distance-based
and semantic filters derived from real resources, the task of resolving bridging
anaphora in a pairwise manner is far from being accomplished with satisfying
results. Filtering aims at reducing the number of negative instances, but this
has been hardly investigated regarding the ceiling or performance upper bound
it produces. The upper bound values given in Tab.2 indicate how many false
negatives a filter produces (i.e. how many real positives it filters out)2. We have
further investigated these upper bounds (see Tab. 3) and found that they are
either very low when using very restrictive (’strict’) filters or that the filters do
not eliminate enough negative instances when used in a relaxed (’lax’) mode.
Throughout our experiments, we use the CEAF scorer presented in Luo, 2005.
2 We get a slight reduction in precision when using no filters because of a string
matching issue when filtering out string matching multiword items.
Table 2. Upper Bound of the Morpho-syntactic and Distance Filters
Filter Recall Precision F-measure Pairs Reduction Positives
no filter 100.00 98.60 99.21 4869822 - 4924 (0.10%)
diff regens 99.87 98.53 99.11 4864018 -0.10% 4915 (0.10%)
anaphor definite 100.00 98.60 99.21 4401565 -9.62% 4913 (0.11%)
number agreement 93.91 94.64 94.00 3480538 -28.53% 4622 (0.13%)
all morphosynt filters 93.78 94.57 93.90 3110842 -36.12% 4602 (0.15%)
dist limit 3 68.36 80.54 72.46 818588 -83.19% 1697 (0.21%)
all 63.31 76.82 67.81 520735 -89.30% 1579 (0.30%)
We can see from Tab. 2 that the morpho-syntactic filters, which perform well
in resolving pronominal anaphora, give good upper bounds but do not reduce the
amount of negative instances sufficiently. Subclause exclusion (here diff regens:
determined through verb dependency), which establishes a kind of c-command
in our dependency framework, is not really that relevant for resolving bridging
anaphora, as antecedents are often not in the same sentence. Perhaps surprising
is the fact that 9 positive instances get deleted by this filter. Such errors occur
with real preprocessing, as parsing is not perfect. A simple definiteness filter
(anaphor definite) that checks if a candidate anaphor has an indefinite deter-
miner (German ”ein”, i.e. ’a or an’; or its morphological variants) reduces the
training instances by almost 10% without reducing the upper bound. Number
agreement filtering shows that there are 302 positive instances that do not agree
in number. Still this filter cuts down the number of instances by almost 30%. The
often used distance filter with a sentence window of 3 produces an acceptable
upper bound and reduces the instance size by 83.91%. This is still not enough,
however, looking at the percentage of positives (0.21%).
For filtering based on semantic information we use Wortschatz Leipzig and
GermaNet. We apply head extraction and decomposition to composite nouns
based on Gertwol morphological analysis, in the case they are not found directly
in the lexical resources.
For 54’593 (83,1%) of the 65’703 markables synonyms can be found in
Wortschatz Leipzig (WSL), for 60’985 (92,8%) we can make a (often ambiguous)
GermaNet (GN) classification. The synonymy filter WSL checks if a mention is in
the synonymy list of the other one or if they share a common synonym. The GN
filter checks if both mentions are in the same GN class (if the class is ambiguous
we check all and let the pair be generated if we find a match). We investigate the
upper bounds of the semantic filters in two ways (see Tab. 3): If for a mention
no information has been derived, we let it pass the filter (’lax’) or we delete it
(’strict’).
There are huge differences between the upper bounds and the percentages of
positive instances between’ lax’ and ’strict’ filtering. This suggests that although
for quite a large number of markables semantic information can be retrieved, it
does not allow us to use it for hard filtering without a significant drop in the
upper bound ceiling. This gets obvious when we combine the strict semantic
constraints with the morpho-syntactic and distance filters in all filt (strict). It
Table 3. Upper Bound of the Semantic Filters
Filter Recall Precision F-measure Pairs Reduction Positives
WSL (strict) 37.00 55.71 42.34 112921 -97.86% 1590 (1.41%)
WSL (lax) 72.94 83.35 76.38 1679610 -65.51% 3300 (0.20%)
GN (strict) 57.98 73.52 63.21 1030441 -78.84% 3283 (0.32%)
GN (lax) 81.36 89.03 84.04 1694157 -65.21% 4385 (0.26%)
all filt (lax) 36.86 53.97 41.93 97593 -98.00% 1013 (1.04%)
all filt (strict) 15.1 28.41 18.32 8953 -99.81% 441 (4.93%)
is the only filter that generates a fairly reasonable percentage of positives, but
drops the upper bound immensely.
As one would expect, a synonymy based filter (WSL) is more strict than a
semantic class based constraint (GN). The trade-off between the percentage of
positives and the reduction of the upper bound holds equally for both of the
semantic filters: the more positives, the lower the upper bound.
Filtering is a key element to successful resolution of bridging anaphora. How-
ever, our experiments show that filters based on morphological information and
syntactical constraints do not sufficiently reduce the amount of negative in-
stances in order to train a reasonable classifier. The distance constraint is a
good filter to tune the trade-off between recall and precision, although the dis-
tance values might be highly dependent on the test domain and genre. On the
other hand, using the lexical resources for filtering based on semantic constraints
heavily suffers from sparseness, leading to a considerably lower upper bound.
These findings seem to suggest that pairwise classification is not the best
technique for resolving bridging anaphora given a real anaphora resolution sce-
nario. We are currently carrying out experiments with an incremental approach,
where pairwise classification is done only between the last mentions of already
established coreference sets and the anaphor candidate. We hope to show that
by recasting the problem of coreference resolution as an incremental cluster-
ing problem the issue of resolving bridging anaphora becomes less important -
because true mentions linked through a bridging relation can be merged by a
pronoun between them.
5 Related Work
The work of Soon et al., 2001 is a prototypical and often reimplemented
machine-learning approach in the paradigm of pair-wise classification. Our sys-
tem has a similar baseline architecture, and our features do overlap to a great
extent.
Work on coreference resolution for German is rare, most of it uses the coref-
erence annotated treebank Tu¨Ba-D/Z. Versley, 2006 uses a maximum entropy
model for nominal anaphora resolution, his major insight is that if informa-
tion from GermaNet is available then it outperforms the statistical model. We
took this finding seriously and have tried to use Wikipedia to complement Ger-
maNet (we map Wikipedia multiword items via Wikipedia categories to Ger-
maNet classes). We also have experimented with a statistically derived lexical
resource, the Wortschatz Leipzig.
Hinrichs et al., 2005 introduce anaphora resolution (only pronouns) on the
basis of a former version of the Tu¨Ba-D/Z. They also work with TiMBL. Their
results are based on treebank gold standard information and are – compared to
subsequent work, cf. Wunsch et al., 2009, where also gold standard information
was utilised – surprisingly high (f-measure 73.40% compared to 58.40%).
A study concerning the influence of different knowledge sources and prepro-
cessing components on pronoun resolution was carried out by Schiehlen, 2004.
A gold standard created by the author was used for evaluation (based on the
Negra corpus).
Klenner and Ailloud, 2008 and Klenner and Ailloud, 2009 are concerned
with the consistency of coreference sets using idealised input from the Tu¨Ba-
D/Z treebank.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed the intricacies of anaphora resolution based on
real preprocessing components. Our system makes extensive use of non-statistical
resources (rule-based dependency parsing, a German wordnet, Wikipedia, two-
level morphology) but at the same time is based on a state of the art machine
learning approach. We have traced the performance drop that occurs under this
conditions back to its origin. It is the morphology of German that yields the
problem. Although German counts as a highly inflected language, underspecifi-
cation and ambiguity prevail and are the main cause of degrading performance.
We have also evaluated the usefulness of two resources, GermaNet and
Wortschatz Leipzig. Our experiments suggest that filtering for pairwise clas-
sification is not a successful technique if bridging anaphora are concerned. Other
methods for finding proper antecedent-anaphor candidates are needed here. Our
initial experiments with an incremental model are promising, our future work
will proceed in this direction.
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